
Camelback Ventures wants to create a world where all families can send their children to great 
schools in a livable community. We build towards this vision by working with diverse social 
entrepreneurs who utilize lessons from their life experiences to come up with actionable, timely 
solutions to problems faced by underserved communities. We believe in the value of leveraging 
the genius of all people, regardless of ethnicity, gender, or class.

everything you need to know about the CAMELBACK FELLOWSHIP

for more information, visit  
www.camelbackventures.org/apply

Read the stories of Nicole and other Camelback
entrepreneurs at camelbackventures.org/fellows
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We prioritize the hustle over the hype, believing that 
the unsexy but practical aspects of entrepreneurship 
need attention. Top reasons why start-ups fail include 
running out of capital, lack of strategic knowledge, and 
hiring the wrong people. Camelback’s program alleviates 
those struggles for our Fellows with workshops on 
experimentation, juggling with full hands, crafting the 
perfect pitch, and getting the right people on your team.

howwhat
Camelback Ventures’ Fellowship offers seed 
funding (up to $40,000) and support to new leaders 
with promising ideas, and empowers them to enact 
change within their communities. 

our model
coaching CAPITAL connections

+ +

when & where
Next year’s fellowship takes place over the course of 6 months (from 
March 2017 to September 2017). For most of the year, the program 
is virtual, but there are three mandatory summits for fellows. 

March 20 - 24
New Orleans, LA

June 6 - 9
Brooklyn, NY

August 7 - 10
Oakland, CA

who
Camelback Fellows generally are:

For more details, visit our website.

underrepresented entrepreneurs (people of color  
and women)
founders or cofounders in the startup phase 
(generally the first two years of operations) of a 
nonprofit, for profit, hybrid, or a public charter school
working on a venture related to the education sector

Application Cycle Open Date 
October 24, 2016

Prospective Applicant Webinar
November 1, 2016

Priority Deadline
November 7, 2016

Application Cycle Close Date
November 18, 2016

how to join the camelback fam

}round one
round two : Nov. - Dec.
round three : Dec. - Jan.
decisions : Jan. 25, 2017

Deadlines listed as planned but may be subject to change.

Nicole
Founder, Yoga Foster
2016 CAMELBACK FELLOW

“It’s been inspiring to have 
someone working with me 
every day, pushing 
me to grow.” 


